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NEW PRODUCTS

UNDER-SINK STORAGE

Blanco has introduced accessories for customizing a
complete Blanco Unit, including the Botton II, a sink cabinet
organization system for recycling, cleaning supplies and
more. Botton II fits seamlessly below the kitchen sink base
cabinet and boasts easy-to-access under the sink organization, including two removable, four-gallon bins with handles
and a top shelf for additional storage. The storage unit
measures 10" wide, 19" deep and 15-¾" tall.
blanco.com

ROARING TWENTIES VIBE

BAUHAUS VANITIES

Inspired by the Bauhaus movement, the Bauhaus
Collection of vanities and accompanying countertop sinks from Wetstyle feature clean lines and
rounded corners. The collection centers around
two different applications, including wall-mount
and floor-mount options in sizes ranging from 24"
to 72", in hundreds of permutations of wood and
lacquer finishes on a made-to-order basis. The
vanities feature solid wood legs and curved side
panels, handcrafted from either walnut or oak,
offered in a variety of finishes.
wetstyle.com

Revitalizing the eclectic vibe of the Roaring Twenties,
Gessi’s Venti20 Collection of bath fixtures and furnishings
was created in collaboration with Spanish designer-artist
Lázaro Rosa- Violán, chosen because of his roots in the
eclectic design of Barcelona.
Detailed handles, fluted bodies
and reflective cuts combine in a
singular silhouette that balances
an industrial vibe and advanced
metalworking with soft curves,
inviting textures and a traditional
allure. Venti20 includes a wide array of offerings, from
mixers for basins, baths and showers to a full range of
accessories. Gessi has expanded the collection to include
bath furnishings as well, such as freestanding tubs, washbasins and wall-hung bidets.
gessi.com

OBSIDIAN BLACK HARDWARE

Acting as a neutral, black decorative hardware helps ground the space. Hardware
Renaissance now offers the new Obsidian matte finish on its extensive collection of
hand-poured bronze hardware. A living finish that will mature over time, Obsidian will
gradually develop a gently aged look with its own characteristics, notes the company.
hardwarerenaissance.com

FREESTANDING GLASS SINK

LUNA MIRROR

Simas offers a range of mirrors – round,
oval, rectangular or square – with
perimeter lighting backlit and screen
printed, all made in Italy and granted by
the trademark Ceramics of Italy. From
the new Henges collection comes the
Mezza Luna, designed by Simone Micheli, a round, backlit and screen-printed mirror distinguished by a graphic
sign in the shape of a crescent moon.
simasusa.com

FLOOR & WALL SURFACING

The Small Freestanding Rectangular Sink
from Vitraform features an angular design
that has the flexibility to fit into the most
narrow of powder rooms, notes the company. The sink is made of 100% glass that
is heat treated and made with a proprietary
double-layer lamination process for durability. Showcased here in Pantone’s Color
of the Year Very Peri, the sink is available
in 12 glass colors, seven finishes, 10 gold
options and 10 metal finish options.
vitraform.com

Iris Ceramica, a brand part of Iris Ceramica Group, showcases the Elementi range, a new line that features three
distinct collections for floor applications – Elementi Pietra,
Elementi Lava and Elementi Terra, as well as Elementi
Rivestimento for wall applications. The collections are
distinguished by their aesthetic and chromatic matching
possibilities in a series of expressive color palettes, where
sizes and surfaces combine for a total look solution.
irisceramica.com

FARMHOUSE WORKSTATION SINK

HamatUSA’s Chelsea workstation sink is made from
natural fireclay and showcases a classic modern
farmhouse apron-front style. The unique work ledge
accommodates a range of accessories that flow
seamlessly between the upper and lower level to be
positioned where needed. The sink measures 33"x20"
with a center drain and a generously deep single basin.
It includes a colander, rubberwood cutting board, multipurpose roll-up mat, bottom grid and strainer basket.
hamatusa.com
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